Tuesday, August 29, 2017
What is Eagle Time? Lesson Outline
Slide 1: Eagle Time
-Say: “Eagle Time is a period that is built into our school day to give you time to work
towards being successful in school. It is a chance during the day to get work done and meet
with teachers.”
-Explain to students that on every block day they will have an Eagle Time period. Have the
students pull out their schedule and look up who their ET teacher is on blue days (it should
be you), then have them check to see who their ET teacher is on gold days. Point out that
some students will have two different ET teachers while some students will have the same
teacher both days.

Slide 2: What is Eagle Time?
-Say: “Eagle Time is a valuable tool for students if they use it appropriately. When Eagle Time is
taken seriously it can allow you to get a lot of your work done here at school. It will also give
you the chance to check in with your teachers throughout the week if you need help or you
missed class.”
-Go over the list of what ET is time for.

Slide 3: What is Eagle Time NOT?
-Say: “Not using Eagle Time appropriately can lead to consequences. Make sure that you
are using your time wisely during Eagle Time.”
-Go over the list of what ET is not for.

Slide 4: What to bring to ET
-Say: “It is important to come to Eagle Time prepared each day. If you know you have a
specific homework assignment or project you need to work on make sure you come to
Eagle Time with all of the supplies you will need. Eagle Time is only 40 minutes which
means you need to use your time wisely. Spending time going to your locker is time that is
lost for accomplishing work in class. You will not be allowed to go to your lockers during
Eagle Time.”
-Say: “There might be days throughout the year when you are all caught up on your
homework. If you have nothing to work on during Eagle Time, you need to bring a book to
read. Eagle Time is a great opportunity to get caught up on reading that you may have to
complete for class.”

Slide 5: Eagle Time Expectations
*note- you may either make a copy of this slideshow and add your own
typed up expectations, or you may write them on the board as you go
through them
-Have a list of what your personal expectations are in your ET classroom.
-Examples might include:
-No food OR -Small snacks are allowed
-Devices may be used only for school work OR  -No devices may be used
-If I am working with a student do not disrupt us
-If the first 30 minutes of class time is used wisely, you may have a break for
the last 10.
- Say: “Each Eagle Time teacher will have their own specific set of expectations. Here are
some things you need to know about Eagle Time in this room.”

Slide 6: Eagle Time Passes
-Say: “Eagle Time is also a time to check in with your teachers to get help. There will be
times this year when you will need to visit a teacher during Eagle Time to review for a test,
get help on homework, check in on missed class time, or complete missing assignments. It
is important that you plan these visits with your teachers in advance. You must have a pass
signed in your planner to go see a teacher during Eagle Time. The Eagle Time passes are
located at the bottom of each weekly page in your planner. You will need to ask the teacher
you need to visit to sign your planner on the page for the day you wish to visit them. If you
do not have a signed pass from your teacher I will not let you go to their room.”
-Have the students pull out their planner and find the passes at the bottom of this week’s
page.
-Say: “Next to the clock your teacher should write ‘Eagle Time’ or ‘ET’. Next to ‘TO’ they
should put either their name or subject. Next to ‘INIT’ they should sign their initials.”

Slide 7: No Eagle Time Requests on STS Days
-Say: “Throughout the year we will have Steps to Success lessons like this on specific days.
These lessons will take place during Eagle Time. This means that on those days you cannot
be requested by a different teacher. You will need to report to your regular Eagle Time
teacher.
-Look at the example of how to mark days for STS lessons

Slide 7: When will we have STS?
-Say: “These are the dates that we will have Steps to Success lessons during Eagle Time.
Pull out your planner. Find each date in your planner and mark the Eagle Time request area
with ‘STS’ as a reminder to yourself and your teachers that you cannot be requested that
day.”
-Give the students about 5 minutes, depending on need, to mark all 8 days in their planner.
-Say: “Now that we have discussed the purposes of Eagle Time, you will be able to plan
ahead each day. It will be important that you come to Eagle Time prepared each day. What
are some ways to prepare?”
-Possible responses: Have materials with you
Have work to do
Bring a book to read
Know when you’re working with other teachers

Click here to leave feedback.

